view page in another language than default language from Backend is incorrect
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Description
When I try to view a content translated in another language than default language from Backend in list module I see only content in default language.

steps to reproduce in module list:
create a content in default language
add a translation of this content
on the content translated, do a right click then select "Show"
you will see only the content in default language

I have tried on 2 differents websites and problem is the same.

Tested on Typo3 version 4.5.32

Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #81386: Preview language setting not always set Closed 2017-05-31
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #89531: Regression: "Show" in context menu for pa... Closed 2019-10-28
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #90124: PageProvider catches nonexistent Exception Resolved 2020-01-16
Follows TYPO3 Core - Bug #48673: Changed language overlay behaviour in TYPO3 6.* Closed 2013-05-30

Revision f3faea34 - 2019-10-08 15:00 - Christian Eßl

[BUGFIX] Fix "Show" link in the context menu of page translations

In the list module, when opening the context menu of a "Page Translation" record, a "Show" link will be shown, which is supposed to open the page in the frontend with the correct language. However this link was broken, because the PageProvider class didn't respect page translations at all.

Resolves: #56351
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-id: 4e6800ac912d5a964b236c615099a0537227ba82
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+61887
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Riccardo De Contardi <erredeco@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Reviewed-by: Sascha Rademacher <sascha.rademacher+typo3@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Revision dd06a91e - 2019-10-08 15:19 - Christian Eßl

[BUGFIX] Fix "Show" link in the context menu of page translations

In the list module, when opening the context menu of a "Page Translation" record, a "Show" link will be shown, which is supposed to open the page in the frontend with the correct language. However this link was broken, because the PageProvider class didn't respect page translations at all.

Resolves: #56351
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-id: l46800ac912d5a964b2936c615099a0537227bafe82
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61919
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>

Revision d1c06c96 - 2019-10-29 15:39 - Oliver Bartsch

[BUGFIX] Apply proper typecast

All database result values must be proper typecasted as database drivers may use and return different data types.

Resolves: #89531
Related: #56351
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-id: l2e48bd548b178aa1e684db0ff908259cdefec377f
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62153
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Patrick Broens <patrick@patrickbroens.nl>
Tested-by: Markus Klein <markus.klein@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Tymoteusz Motylewski <t.motylewski@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Patrick Broens <patrick@patrickbroens.nl>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Klee <typo3-coding@oliverklee.de>
Reviewed-by: Markus Klein <markus.klein@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Tymoteusz Motylewski <t.motylewski@gmail.com>

Revision 7ce5dc5d - 2019-10-29 16:48 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Apply proper typecast

All database result values must be proper typecasted as database drivers may use and return different data types.

Resolves: #89531
Related: #56351
Releases: master, 9.5
Change-id: l2e48bd548b178a1e684db0ff908259cdfe377f
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/62134
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Tymoteusz Motylewski <t.motylewski@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Tymoteusz Motylewski <t.motylewski@gmail.com>

History

#1 - 2014-06-27 17:33 - Markus Klein
If this still exists on 6.2 we need to ensure the link appends the target L parameter correctly.

#2 - 2015-07-17 11:23 - Riccardo De Contardi
still present in 6.2.14 and 7 (latest master)

#3 - 2017-02-22 22:25 - Riccardo De Contardi
Still affects 8.7-dev (latest master); it works correctly on Info > localization overview.

#4 - 2017-02-24 00:29 - Markus Klein
This problem is only present in the Click Menu of a content element.

On 7.6 the problem is that \TYPO3\CMS\Backend\ClickMenu\ClickMenu::printDBClickMenu() does not pass a language information to \TYPO3\CMS\Backend\ClickMenu\ClickMenu::DB_view() (which does not even have a parameter for this purpose).

The code in master has been fully rewritten, so this needs an extra check.

#5 - 2017-09-03 22:08 - Riccardo De Contardi
Still present on latest 9.0.0-dev (master); also affects the "View webpage" button in the page toolbar

#6 - 2018-10-25 11:45 - Susanne Moog
- Sprint Focus set to On Location Sprint

#7 - 2018-10-26 11:51 - Jasmina Ließmann
I can confirm this issue on the current master (9.5.1-dev).

#8 - 2018-10-28 11:38 - Susanne Moog
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback

I cannot reproduce the issue on 9.5 - can you add new steps to reproduce?
I tested the following:

- Web > Page - Translated Content > Show in ClickMenu
- Web > List - Translated Page > Show via Icon
- Web > List - Translated Page > Show via ClickMenu
- Web > List - Translated Content > Show via Icon
- Web > List - Translated Content > Show via ClickMenu

With site configuration all tests use the correct language prefix (in my case /de/).
Without site configuration all tests add the L param (in my case L=4).

#9 - 2019-01-28 23:09 - Riccardo De Contardi
@Susanne Moog I tried with both 8.7.24 and 9.5.4; everything works fine Except:

- TYPO3 9.5.4
- List view > table "page translation" > right click on the icon of the translated page > show

Result:
Whoops, looks like something went wrong.

(1/1) #1518472189 TYPO3\CMS\Core\Error\Http\PageNotFoundException
The requested page does not exist

the problem is that the page that TYPO3 is trying to access is https://typo3.9.test.it:8890/eng-test (wrong) instead of the correct https://typo3.9.test.it:8890/en/eng-test it misses the /en/ part of the URL.

Can someone confirm? Should I open a new issue for that? Thank you

#10 - 2019-01-29 11:27 - Jonas Eberle
Riccardo De Contardi wrote:

- TYPO3 9.5.4
- List view > table "page translation" > right click on the icon of the translated page > show

the problem is that the page that TYPO3 is trying to access is https://typo3.9.test.it:8890/eng-test (wrong) instead of the correct https://typo3.9.test.it:8890/en/eng-test it misses the /en/ part of the URL.

Yes, I can confirm that. All the other "view" buttons I could find are calling the URL with the correct language prefix, but this right-click menu omits it.
#11 - 2019-04-05 17:23 - Mona Muzaffar
- Related to Bug #81386: Preview language setting not always set added

#12 - 2019-10-04 20:05 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61887

#13 - 2019-10-04 20:10 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61887

#14 - 2019-10-08 15:01 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 9.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61919

#15 - 2019-10-08 15:30 - Christian Eßl
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset f3fae3a470ee59f676ea4639221b6260595da.

#16 - 2019-10-29 14:08 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #89531: Regression: "Show" in context menu for pages always shows root page on databases not casting return types added

#17 - 2019-12-23 22:48 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#18 - 2020-01-16 10:40 - Daniel Goerz
- Related to Bug #90124: PageProvider catches nonexisting Exception added